Fire science emphasizes that mitigation actions on residential property, including structural hardening and maintaining defensible space, can reduce the risk of wildfire at a home. Accordingly, a rich body of social science literature investigates the determinants of wildfire risk mitigation behaviors of residents living in fire-prone areas. Here, we investigate relationships among wildfire hazards, residents' risk perceptions, and conditions associated with mitigation actions using a combination of simulated wildfire conditions, household survey responses, and professionally assessed parcel characteristic data. We estimate a simultaneous model of these data that accounts for potential direct feedbacks between risk perceptions and parcel-level conditions. We also compare the use of self-reported versus assessed parcel-level data for estimating these relationships. Our analysis relies on paired survey and assessment data for approximately 2000 homes in western Colorado. Our simultaneous model demonstrates dual-directional interactions between risk perceptions and conditions associated with mitigation actions, with important implications for inference from simpler approaches. In addition to improving general understanding of decision-making about risk and natural hazards, our findings can support the effectiveness of publicly supported programs intended to encourage mitigation to reduce society's overall wildfire risk.
Introduction
The fire season of 2018 demonstrated the potential scope of impacts of a wildfire disaster to residents exposed to wildfire hazards. A single fire, the Camp Fire in Paradise, California, resulted in 85 fatalities and nearly 14,000 residences destroyed (https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/6250/). Residents can take action on their individual properties, including structural hardening and maintaining defensible space, that complement risk-reduction actions taken at other scales in reducing the risk of wildfire to homes. The home ignition zone (HIZ) concept was developed and is supported by data from fire experiments, fire modeling, and post-fire studies, and it indicates that whether or not a home ignites in a wildfire is largely determined by the condition, materials, and design of the structure in relation to the structure's immediate surroundings [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Defensible space, which consists of clearing vegetation and other materials near the structure both to reduce nearby fuels and to enable safe and effective fire response [8] , is also widely recognized as effective at reducing risk to structures [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The effectiveness of mitigation work on (structural hardening) and near (defensible space) the home is further supported by the anecdotal evidence of the experiences by residents, local governments, and public land agencies, as shared by the Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network [15] .
With the number of homes in the wildland-urban interface (WUI), where wildlands abut residential development, predicted to double between 2000 and 2030 [16] and increases in the size and frequency of wildfires predicted to worsen due to climate-related regional warming and changes in precipitation [17, 18] , understanding the behavioral choices underlying mitigation-related actions becomes increasingly important. Indeed, a rich literature investigates the human dimensions of wildfire, including risk perceptions and mitigation decisions [19, 20] . Wildfire social science research often finds risk perceptions to be correlated with risk mitigation behavior (e.g., [21] [22] [23] [24] ), but relationships among these and related variables are complex. Risk mitigation behavior has also been found to be a function of the perceived efficacy of risk mitigation actions [24] [25] [26] , personal responsibility for risk mitigation [23, 27] , social interactions related to wildfire risk [22, 26, 28] , as well as other factors. However, few related studies that model risk perceptions include biophysical measures of the hazard [19, 29] , such as estimates of burn probability or conditional flame intensities, and those that do tend to rely on vegetation characteristics or fire modeling based on a relatively coarse scale compared to the parcel-level characteristics supported by fire science.
Further, a growing body of literature suggests that risk perceptions can affect mitigation behaviors, as well as vice versa. Hamilton et al. [19] present a detailed conceptual framework built on wildfire social science literature and a simplification of models of behavioral adaptation to climate change, but make no attempt to estimate, parameterize, or test the model. Olsen et al. [29] model relationships among homeowners' perceived wildfire risk components and biophysical data, finding that wildfire risk perceptions correlate with modeled fire behavior and that perceived risk relates to self-reported mitigation behaviors. Martin et al. [23] model the number of self-reported risk reduction actions taken with a mediating effects model, finding that subjective knowledge and locus of responsibility influence risk reductions via risk perceptions, suggesting joint determination of risk perceptions with risk reduction decisions. Champ et al. [30] model self-reported mitigation activity as a function of risk perceptions and other variables, jointly with risk perceptions as a function of other variables, using a simultaneous bivariate ordered probit. They find similar determinants (i.e., accessing the Colorado Springs Fire Department's FireWise website) for both perceived risk and reported mitigation, thereby demonstrating that higher perceived risk alone does not lead to higher mitigation levels. Somewhat similarly, Nagle [31] demonstrates the endogeneity (Endogeneity refers to the situation in which an explanatory variable in a model is correlated with the error term of that model. This can lead to biased estimates and incorrect inference. For example, Nagle [31] demonstrate that "concern" is correlated with the error term in the model of self-reported mitigation activities) of concern about wildfire on self-reported mitigation activities with an instrumental variable approach, using modeled burn probabilities [32] as an instrument for concern, measured on a 5-point Likert scale from very unconcerned to very concerned. Nagle argues that this endogeneity may bias estimates of perceived risk in models of mitigation behavior, thereby potentially explaining previous results that failed to find a significant effect. Finally, Paveglio et al. [33] estimate risk as a function of burn probability, self-reported fuel reduction activities, and sensitivity to potential financial losses. They find that self-reported parcel-level characteristics better explain the variability in wildfire exposure, sensitivity, and overall risk from wildfire in their sample than do variables on sociodemographics and risk perceptions. In particular, they note that residents' wildfire risk perceptions, even when separated into probability of fire and conditional expectations of consequences, do not correlate well with exposure (defined as the probabilistic likelihood that a given disturbance impacts people or their resources), sensitivity (defined as potential financial losses through structure and land damage), or risk. However, they do find that perceived likelihood of wildfire burning on private lands in their county (defined as "perceived property risk") is positively associated with self-reported mitigation efforts.
Despite the knowledge garnered from this body of research, to date this literature does not capture an important potential feedback between mitigation and risk perceptions. Specifically, none of these studies investigate the potential dual-directional relationship between mitigation activities and perceived risk to one's home. The related literature tends to rely on reduced-form models that neglect the fact that presumably residents conduct fuel mitigation both because they believe they are at risk from wildfire and because they believe mitigation affects their risk from wildfire.
In addition, the body of literature to date tends to focus on self-report mitigation behaviors. This is potentially problematic as research in other contexts has found a "social desirability bias" from using self-reported data for which socially-desirable responses are clear (e.g., [34, 35] ). Such bias may exist here if respondents consider engaging in activities that reduce society's overall risk from wildfire-or the risk of wildfire to their neighbors-as socially desirable, a likely scenario. In the wildfire context, Meldrum et al. [36] found significant divergences between professional and residents' assessments of parcel-level, wildfire risk-related conditions, including those over which a resident has control such as those relating the structural hardening and defensible space. In addition to self-report biases, such divergences could relate to differing interpretations between survey respondents and professional assessors of what effective defensible space looks like, for example, or more generally to respondents lacking the requisite expertise for evaluating the specific characteristics measured. For a telling example, Meldrum et al. report that many respondents assessed their driveway width differently from the professional, suggesting a difference in how a trained observer judges distance versus the general public.
Here, we address these gaps in the literature by estimating a system of equations that allows not only for risk perceptions to affect risk mitigation behaviors but also for the parcel-level conditions created by these mitigation behaviors to simultaneously affect risk perceptions. Thus, our analysis tests the simplified conceptual model presented in Figure 1 , in which wildfire hazards influence risk perceptions, risk perceptions influence mitigation actions, and mitigation actions influence risk perception. Based on past research results, we expect that residents who perceive higher wildfire risks will be more likely to conduct wildfire risk mitigation on their properties. We also expect that having conducted wildfire risk mitigation leads residents to perceive their wildfire risk as lower. Critically, we expect that analyses that do not account for both effects simultaneously, such as correlation statistics or simple regressions that ignore potential endogeneity, can generate misleading results. Despite the knowledge garnered from this body of research, to date this literature does not capture an important potential feedback between mitigation and risk perceptions. Specifically, none of these studies investigate the potential dual-directional relationship between mitigation activities and perceived risk to one's home. The related literature tends to rely on reduced-form models that neglect the fact that presumably residents conduct fuel mitigation both because they believe they are at risk from wildfire and because they believe mitigation affects their risk from wildfire.
Here, we address these gaps in the literature by estimating a system of equations that allows not only for risk perceptions to affect risk mitigation behaviors but also for the parcel-level conditions created by these mitigation behaviors to simultaneously affect risk perceptions. Thus, our analysis tests the simplified conceptual model presented in Figure 1 , in which wildfire hazards influence risk perceptions, risk perceptions influence mitigation actions, and mitigation actions influence risk perception. Based on past research results, we expect that residents who perceive higher wildfire risks will be more likely to conduct wildfire risk mitigation on their properties. We also expect that having conducted wildfire risk mitigation leads residents to perceive their wildfire risk as lower. Critically, we expect that analyses that do not account for both effects simultaneously, such as correlation statistics or simple regressions that ignore potential endogeneity, can generate misleading results. Because of the infeasibility of directly and consistently observing mitigation actions across a large set of private properties, and our concerns in relying solely on self-reported data on mitigation actions described above, we are unable to truly measure risk mitigation decisions. Instead, we rely on measures of parcel-level characteristics that represent items that are associated with wildfire risk to a home and over which residents can exert direct control: such measures thereby represent the outcomes of probable mitigation actions. As discussed below, results suggest that these conditions do indeed reflect mitigation actions taken on the property. Overall, our results suggest direct feedback between risk perceptions and wildfire risk-related parcel characteristics, implying that Because of the infeasibility of directly and consistently observing mitigation actions across a large set of private properties, and our concerns in relying solely on self-reported data on mitigation actions described above, we are unable to truly measure risk mitigation decisions. Instead, we rely on measures of parcel-level characteristics that represent items that are associated with wildfire risk to a home and over which residents can exert direct control: such measures thereby represent the outcomes of probable mitigation actions. As discussed below, results suggest that these conditions do indeed reflect mitigation actions taken on the property. Overall, our results suggest direct feedback between risk perceptions and wildfire risk-related parcel characteristics, implying that proper inference requires consideration of interactions between the two rather than simply considering correlations or simple reduced-form models.
Data Sources
Our analysis leverages a uniquely rich dataset of parcel-level rapid assessments and household survey data from 2006 residential parcels concentrated in 85 communities within six western Colorado counties (Archuleta, Delta, La Plata, Montezuma, Ouray, and San Miguel). The six-county region is growing rapidly, with a 157% increase in population from 1970 to 2017, versus 59.8% nationwide, and a 37% increase in residential area from 2000 to 2010, versus 12% nationwide. Statistics vary widely across the six counties, but generally regional employment in mining, agriculture, and tourism-related industries is significantly higher than national averages (4.1% vs. 0.6%; 4.7% vs. 1.3%; and 28.3% vs. 15.3%). Likewise, per capita income ranges from $38,375 to $78,956 by county, with a regional average ($48,464) below the US national average ($52,880), but with unemployment rates for four of the six counties (average of 3.6%; ranging from 3.0% to 4.7%) below the national average (3.9%). According to the USDA Forest Service [32] , this six-county region has an average annual wildfire burn probability of 0.15% (ranging from 0 to 0.62%), compared to the national US average of 0.25% (ranging from 0 to 11.56%). However, the same dataset estimates that most likely conditional flame intensities for this six-county region would be significantly higher than the national average. Across the region, 20.5% of all homes are estimated as residing in the wildland-urban interface, higher than the western-US average of 7.0%, although this ranges from 3.2% to 66.5% by county. Consistently across the six counties, approximately one-third of these WUI homes are second homes, compared to a western-US average of 15%. All statistics above are generated from publicly available, federal data sources [37] . This region has been the focus of an on-going effort by the WiRē Team (short for Wildfire Research Team) to understand and support the mitigation of wildfire risk on private residential property through partnerships between research and the regional nongovernmental organizations of West Region Wildfire Council (WRWC) and Firewise of Southwest Colorado (FSC; now known as Wildfire Adapted Partnership). Both WRWC and FSC offer a combination of education, community planning support, and funding assistance for homeowner wildfire risk mitigation efforts in multi-county regions in western Colorado. While both organizations have been nationally recognized for their leadership in supporting wildfire preparedness, prevention, and mitigation, similar programs exist at communityto regional-levels across much of the WUI in the United States. The WiRē approach involves collecting parcel-level rapid assessment data and pairing these data with responses to surveys of the residents of these same properties, to inform and support community-specific wildfire education and mitigation outreach. Such information is useful for practitioners in tailoring programs appropriately and potentially increasing homeowner engagement with these programs. WRWC and FSC collect and maintain ownership of the rapid assessment and household survey data collected through this WiRē approach; data were subsequently shared with the WiRē Team to support research investigations such as the present study.
Parcel-Level Conditions: WiRē Rapid Assessment
We represent parcel-level conditions with the results of the WiRē Rapid Wildfire Risk Assessment ("rapid assessment") tool. This rapid assessment tool, which was developed iteratively by WRWC in collaboration with the US Bureau of Land Management, is emblematic of a class of assessment product that is currently experiencing rapid uptake among wildfire mitigation and suppression practitioners around the United States to assist with understanding parcel-level conditions associated with wildfire risk [38] . Reflecting its intended purposes of understanding and communicating parcel-level risk, this tool assesses both the probability that a wildfire in the area would burn on that property and the potential consequences to that property if that happens.
Based on the fire science of the HIZ concept, the rapid assessment is comprised of eleven categories that are grouped into those beyond the control of a homeowner and associated with the underlying hazard (distance from home to dangerous topography, slope of the parcel, and the extent of background fuels on properties surrounding the parcel in question); key structural characteristics (roofing material, siding material, the existence and materials of decks and fencing); combustibles around the home (vegetation and other combustibles); as well as conditions related to the accessibility of the home to fire responders and evacuation potential (address visibility, ingress/egress, and driveway clearance). While the ignitability of a home may be influenced by many additional factors, these 11 categories are weighted based on their relative contribution to overall wildfire risk. The weighted sum thereby provides a snapshot of a parcel's conditions related to its wildfire risk.
Rapid assessments are conducted from the roadside by a trained wildfire mitigation professional and take approximately 60 s, with the intention of providing a low-cost method to understand a community's general wildfire risk landscape. When a census of residential parcels in a fire-prone community is conducted by local experts, these 11 attributes provide a relative risk rating score and a general assessment of a community's wildfire risk landscape. This score can be categorized into an overall wildfire risk rating that assigns an adjective to each property based on its sum (Low, Medium, High, Very High, Extreme). Here, we focus on the sum of the five assessed attributes that provide a gross snapshot of parcel-level conditions within the HIZ that are associated with the vulnerability of a home to wildfire and can be affected by residents' mitigation behaviors (RA_HIZ): roofing material, siding material, the existence and materials of decks and fencing, vegetation near the home, and other combustibles near the home. We then standardize the RA_HIZ scores to approximately match the scale of other variables used in the model. Higher scores are associated with higher levels of home vulnerability; similarly, higher scores are associated with conditions that suggest that less mitigation has been performed by either the current resident or a previous occupant of the property, and thus present when the current resident decided to move into the location. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics. 
WiRē Household Survey
Household survey data reported here were collected by the regional wildfire mitigation organizations WRWC and FSC for all residential properties within selected communities. The surveys elicit responses on many dimensions of residents' relationships with wildfire, as well as personal and property characteristics. Response rates, adjusted for non-deliverable surveys, vary from approximately 30% in the selected communities in Archuleta County to 62% in the selected communities in Ouray County. Survey data are matched to 2006 assessed parcels, for a combined effective response rate of 33%. Technical reports provide further information and full results [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .
Here, we consider variables on risk perceptions, fire experience, expectations and attitudes about wildfire risk, and perceived barriers to conducting risk mitigation on one's property. In particular, we focus on measures of the perceived chance of a wildfire on one's property in the next year (CHANCES1) and the perceived chance that one's home would be damaged or destroyed if that occurred (CHANCES2). We also consider a self-assessed SVY_HIZ rating constructed from survey questions inquiring about the survey respondents' own consideration of the same variables captured by RA_HIZ and aggregated using the same weights thereof. Key variables, as well as basic demographics for the sample, are described in Table 1 .
Hazard: Burn Probability and Fire Intensity
To represent the wildfire hazard presented by biophysical conditions, we consider the Burn Probability (BP) and Conditional Fire Intensity Level (FIL) outputs published for the entire conterminous United States at a 270 m grid spatial resolution by Short et al. [32] . These data depict the results of the geospatial Fire Simulation (FSim) system [45] , which estimates probabilistic components of wildfire risk based on modules for weather generation, wildfire occurrence, fire growth, and fire suppression. While these simulated results are intended to support national strategic planning efforts and are not necessarily applicable for supporting fire and land management planning on smaller areas, they provide useful measures for controlling for residents' perceptions of landscape level conditions and the associated wildfire hazards to their property. The Burn Probability (BP) layer indicates the tendency of any given pixel to burn, given static landscape conditions from 2012, contemporary weather and ignition patterns, and fire management policies (including considerable fire prevention and suppression efforts). The Conditional Fire Intensity Level layers depict the proportions of simulated fires in each flame length class (FIL1 = < 2 feet (ft); FIL2 = 2 < 4 ft.; FIL3 = 4 < 6 ft.; FIL4 = 6 < 8 ft.; FIL5 = 8 < 12 ft.; FIL6 = 12+ ft) for all simulated fires that burned within a particular cell. We calculate the most common modeled Conditional Fire Intensity Level for each cell and use that as our Fire Intensity Level (FIL) measure. To downscale fire hazard statistics to the parcel level, we intersect the BP and FIL layers with parcel footprint data acquired from the County Assessor's office for each county with the study area and joined to rapid assessment data and calculate zonal statistics for each parcel for raster data. We report parcel means throughout the paper; other reasonable statistics (i.e., median, mode) do not meaningfully change the reported results. Table 2 presents correlation coefficients between key variables to demonstrate the relationships that are observed if potential complexities are ignored; we emphasize that subsequent analyses are strongly preferred over the results in Table 2 . The fire hazard ratings, BP and FIL, are correlated with each other (ρ = 0.57), and the HIZ-related parcel conditions assessed either by the professional (RA_HIZ) or by survey respondents (SVY_HIZ) are also correlated with each other (ρ = 0.52). Neither fire hazard variable is correlated with the RA_HIZ score, suggesting that there exists no overall strong relationship between the exposure of a house in this study area to the wildfire hazard and how well-protected is that home's HIZ. CHANCES1, the perceived chance of a wildfire occurring on one's property, is weakly correlated with the hazard variables but not correlated with the parcel-level conditions, which is consistent with respondents' having a relatively sophisticated understanding of the level of wildfire hazard faced by their property but not considering that HIZ characteristics, such as defensible space, could also influence the probability of wildfire spreading onto their property. In contrast, CHANCES2, the perceived probability of damage to one's home conditional on wildfire occurring on their property, is not correlated with the wildfire hazard, which is consistent with the conditional probability phrasing of the measure. However, CHANCES1 and CHANCES2 are also correlated (ρ = 0.35), which nonetheless suggests that the two risk perception variables might be jointly determined. Further, both RA_HIZ and SVY_HIZ are positively correlated with CHANCES2, which could make intuitive sense in that respondents with more vulnerable parcel conditions also perceive a higher probability of negative consequences from a fire on their property. Table 2 . Correlation coefficients among assessment and survey variables (n = 1893); note that results from more sophisticated analyses are strongly preferred over these.
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Simultaneous Model
However, while simple correlations between measures describe how the two are related within the population of considered parcels, potential interactions between the measures mean that inference based on these relationships might be misleading. Thus, we estimate a simultaneous equations model to better understand the relationship among residents' perceptions of their wildfire risk, their parcel-level conditions, and their wildfire hazard as estimated by landscape-level fire behavior modeling, recognizing the potential for interactions among the three to confound inference based on simple correlations. Specifically, we jointly estimate the following system of equations which accounts for the endogeneity of the perceived chance of wildfire on one's property (CHANCES1), the perceived chance of home damage in the event of wildfire on one's property (CHANCES2), and the HIZ-related characteristics captured by the parcel-level Rapid Assessment (RA_HIZ) as follows. This simultaneous model is built to estimate and test the simplified conceptual model shown graphically in Figure 1 above. As with all models, our model is a simplification and does not include all possible influences; rather, it is constructed primarily to investigate the relationships between wildfire risk perceptions and mitigation actions.
Previous models [29, 30] have introduced the role of perceived risk in the model of mitigation while allowing for the correlation of the error term between this model of mitigation and the model predicting perceived risk. Our model closes the loop by further adding the potential feedback through which mitigation work that has been conducted on the property has a potential direct influence on the risk perceptions of that property's resident. In other words, the system of equations reflects the possibility that residents' perceptions of the likelihood that wildfire might reach their property (CHANCES1) and that that wildfire would cause damage if so (CHANCES2) are both influenced by conditions of that property, as measured by RA_HIZ. At the same time, the system also recognizes that RA_HIZ measures conditions of the property that would reflect risk mitigation actions taken by property residents, and residents' decisions regarding these actions are potentially influenced by those residents' perceptions of wildfire risk, as measured by CHANCES1 and CHANCES2. Each equation also includes other sets of variables, X, Y, and Z, which contain survey data selected to support instrumental variable estimation and based on previous results on factors related to risk perceptions, mitigation behaviors, or both, and independent but identically distributed error terms 1 , 2 , and 3 . We estimate all models in STATA: individual (reduced form) equations are tested for endogeneity and valid instruments using the ivregress and associated postestimation commands; final estimation of the full system of three equations is conducted with the reg3 command for three-stage least squares estimation for systems of simultaneous equations [46] .
Self-Report Versus Assessed Data
The model described above includes RA_HIZ as its measure of parcel-level characteristics because of the potential bias in self-reporting of conditions affected by mitigation behavior (SVY_HIZ). To assess the likelihood of such problems from bias, we first note that while RA_HIZ and SVY_HIZ are correlated with each other (ρ = 0.52), that correlation is far from perfect, signifying that the two measures differ. Indeed, we calculate the difference between the standardized SVY_HIZ and RA_HIZ scores and note that this difference is nearly normally distributed with mean −0.004 but standard deviation of 0.97, and a range from −4.50 to 4.65. This implies that the full spectrum of possible differences is manifest in the data. For further insight, we build on Meldrum et al.'s [36] correlational analysis that attempted to explain systematic differences between the household survey's reported risk assessment ratings and those from the professional assessment, for a small subset (n = 256) of the data analyzed here. Here, we estimate an ordinary regression that allows for multivariate influence upon a dependent variable based on the difference between our professionally assessed and resident-assessed HIZ-condition variables. We report two models: the first a reduced model that includes only CHANCES1 and CHANCES2, and the second a richer model with potentially influential survey data but a smaller n due to item non-response. Although both models are overall quite weak for explaining the difference (R-squared for the full model = 0.05), results in Table 3 show the critical result of a systematic relationship between CHANCES2 and the difference between SVY_HIZ and RA_HIZ. That is, we find that respondents who report a higher chance of losing their home if a fire burns on their property are more likely to rate the HIZ-related vulnerability on their property significantly higher than the professional rates that same property. Further, having talked with neighbors about wildfire issues, the length of tenure at the property, and one's income level are all systematically associated with the difference between the resident's and the professional's ratings of the HIZ conditions. Although multiple factors could help explain this difference, the findings for talking with neighbors and CHANCES2 are consistent with what would be predicted if the social desirability bias existed in the SVY_HIZ. Further, the presence of any systematic relationships explaining the difference between survey and assessed variables suggests a risk of systematic bias from relying on the self-reported data, assuming the professional data are valid. Accordingly, we believe sufficient evidence exists to prefer the use of RA_HIZ in the system of equations for conditions associated with mitigation and risk perceptions. Table 3 . Regression models of difference (=RA_HIZ-SVY_HIZ) between professional-and self-assessed HIZ conditions; higher values signify residents underestimating the HIZ-related vulnerability compared to the professional. Table 4 reports our main results, from the simultaneous model of CHANCES1, CHANCES2, and RA_HIZ. The top panel depicts the preferred results of the simultaneous model. For comparison, the bottom panel depicts individual equations estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS); these do not account for the endogeneity of risk perceptions and mitigation decisions and thus may be biased. Table 4 . Estimated coefficients of separate and simultaneous regression models of survey respondents' self-reported perception of likelihood of wildfire on their property (CHANCES1), likelihood of damage to their home if that occurs (CHANCES2), and the professionally assessed HIZ conditions (RA_HIZ). For all outcome variables, higher values correspond to higher risk. (n = 1677).
Regression; Dependent Variable
Result
Equation (1)
Equation ( Focusing first on the estimated coefficients from the preferred simultaneous model, we see that both risk-related perceptions (CHANCES1: the chance of wildfire on one's property, which corresponds to an estimation of the hazard, and CHANCES2: the chance of negative consequences if that happens, which corresponds to an estimation of the vulnerability) increase with a higher RA_HIZ score, which corresponds to more vulnerable HIZ conditions and is consistent with less mitigation. This makes intuitive sense, consistent with our expectations, and demonstrates that residents consider parcel-level characteristics when assessing their wildfire risk. For intuition regarding the parameter estimates, we note that a 10% increase in CHANCES1 is associated with a 25-point decrease in the (non-transformed) Rapid Assessment score, which approximately corresponds to the difference between storing firewood 10 feet versus 30 feet from the structure, or else between having non-combustible siding versus heavy log siding. Further, the positive and significant coefficients on simulated burn probability estimates for CHANCES1 and CHANCES2 demonstrate that risk perceptions are further influenced by the conditions that underly the sophisticated FSim modeling, and in a manner generally consistent with the results of that modeling, although the negative coefficient on the second-order term shows that this effect diminishes and even reverses at higher estimated burn probabilities. However, contrary to our expectations, respondents' risk perceptions are not systematically associated with FIL, which measures the intensity of a fire if it occurs and therefore is expected to correspond to the amount and likelihood of damage to any structures in the presence of that fire. Experience with nearby fires influences CHANCES1 but is irrelevant for CHANCES2 in the simultaneous model. Interestingly, social interactions about fire are associated with higher perceptions of both aspects of risk, whereas expectations regarding government and firefighting resources for protecting one's property are both associated with lower perceptions of both aspects of risk.
For the measure of HIZ conditions (RA_HIZ), the negative coefficient on CHANCES1 implies that higher expectations of fire occurring on one's property lead to less vulnerable properties (and thus is consistent with greater mitigation effort), but the lack of significance on CHANCES2 shows no such effect for the perceived vulnerability of one's property, conditional on a given CHANCES1. Expectations about being able to personally extinguish a wildfire are associated with lower HIZ vulnerability, which is consistent with respondents with higher levels of perceived self-efficacy conducting more mitigation.
In contrast, reporting any of numerous possible barriers to conducting mitigation, including perceiving it as ineffective, limitations on one's time, and a lack of known options for removing slash or waste material after conducting fuels reduction work, is strongly associated with having more vulnerable HIZ conditions. Importantly, this is to be expected if the conditions measured by RA_HIZ serve as a useful measure of risk mitigation actions on and around the home; it is difficult to explain if the observed conditions were not a useful proxy of actions.
Comparison against the bottom panel shows a general robustness of most relationships in the biased separate models, with the important exceptions of the coefficients on RA_HIZ being estimated as insignificant and essentially zero in the biased model for CHANCES1 and the coefficient on CHANCES2 being estimated as strongly significant and substantial in the biased model for RA_HIZ. This biased result inaccurately suggests that having more vulnerable HIZ conditions does not influence one's perception of the chance of fire on their property and that perceiving a higher conditional vulnerability (CHANCES2) leads to higher assessed vulnerability conditions. The latter biased result demonstrates an important benefit of the simultaneous model: simultaneous modeling separates the influence of one endogenous variable on another from the inverse, whereas the endogeneity-biased separate models can only demonstrate correlation between the variables. Results for the system of equations are functionally identical to separate instrumental variables regressions using excluded variables from each equation in the system as the instruments for that respective reduced-form equation (not shown). Although simultaneously modeled results are preferred due to the sequentially iterative estimation of all instruments and outcome variables, as well as increased statistical efficiency, estimation of separate instrumental variable models allows for diagnostics of the statistical performance of instruments. Interestingly, in our search for variables to include as instruments for mitigation behavior in the risk perception models, we found most potential candidates to be directly correlated with risk perceptions and thus not valid instruments for mitigation in the risk perception equation; this was less frequently an issue in the search for valid instruments for risk perceptions in the mitigation equation. Statistical testing of the separate models verifies the joint determination of CHANCES1, CHANCES2, and RA_HIZ, and that the excluded variables serve as valid (though weak) instruments. Specifically, the C (difference-in-Sargan) statistic tests the endogeneity of RA_HIZ in CHANCES1 and CHANCES2 models, and of CHANCES1 and CHANCES2 in the RA_HIZ model; in all cases the null of exogeneity is rejected at p < 0.01 or stricter. Partial R-squared values for the first-stage regressions, which pertain exclusively to the excluded variables, are all low, between 0.021 and 0.084, but first-stage models are all significant per F tests at p < 0.001 (F-statistics between 9.98 and 26.42) and with R-squared values between 0.082 and 0.192. All three models also fail to reject Hansen's J statistic chi-squared test, at p = 0.29, p = 0.20, and p = 0.27, respectively, thereby demonstrating no evidence of invalid instruments due to overidentification restrictions. Reported main results (i.e., those pertaining to CHANCES1, CHANCES2, RA_HIZ, and BP and FIL) are also robust to testing of various alternative combinations of potential covariates and instruments available in the survey data, including adding in demographic variables that were omitted from the main model due to the significant item non-response. Further, because past work demonstrates spatial clustering of many variables from the rapid assessments and household surveys among neighbors [47] and within communities [48] , we investigate the robustness of assuming independent and identically distributed errors in our model. Specifically, we estimate a Cliff-Ord spatial autoregressive model with endogenous covariates for each dependent variable, using the STATA command spivreg [49] . Despite the estimate significance of both the spatial lag and spatial error terms using either an inverse-distance or a contiguity spatial weights matrix, reported results are robust between spatial and non-spatial models. Results, which are estimated only for the separate models rather than the more-efficient simultaneous model, are not shown for brevity but are available from the authors.
Finally, despite our concerns regarding using self-reported parcel-level risk assessment data, we note that the reported results are the same in sign and significance when replicated using the self-reported mitigation score, as shown in Table 5 . This result likely reflects the substantial correlation between the self-reported and professional assessed mitigation variables (ρ = 0.52) and supports inference based on similarly robust modeling reported elsewhere that has been conducted with self-report data. Indeed, the similarity of models with RA_HIZ (Table 4 ) and SVY_HIZ (Table 5) suggests that relative patterns in residents' thoughts about HIZ conditions reflect patterns in actual, externally observable HIZ conditions on the property, despite the demonstrated systematic differences between the survey and professional assessment evaluation of HIZ conditions. Because RA_HIZ measures conditions of a property whereas SVY_HIZ measures residents' thoughts about those conditions, this suggests-though it does not prove-that the HIZ conditions do indeed reflect mitigation actions, and not just conditions coincident with mitigation actions but determined by other processes. This is most strongly suggested by the third columns, which not only demonstrates a strong link from perceptions of the wildfire hazard to parcel level conditions but also does so in the opposite direction from the relationship between the two in the first column, which reflects the influence of the parcel-level conditions on the perception of the wildfire hazard. This is consistent with the simultaneous model in which parcel-level conditions affect risk perceptions, but risk perceptions also influence decisions about risk mitigation. However, we maintain in general the caution that the correlation between professionally assessed and self-reported parcel-level conditions is far from perfect, evidence suggests the potential for biased reporting is a real concern, and thus we continue to encourage validation of self-reported mitigation information where possible. Table 5 . Estimated coefficients of separate and simultaneous regression models of survey respondents' self-reported perception of likelihood of wildfire on their property (CHANCES1), likelihood of damage to their home if that occurs (CHANCES2), and the survey-generated estimation of mitigation (SVY_HIZ). For all outcome variables, higher values correspond to higher risk (n = 1643).
Equation ( 
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that residents within the study area tend to possess a fairly sophisticated understanding of the nuances between different aspects of wildfire risk to their homes. In general, risk perceptions are predicted as expected by the outputs of landscape-level fire modeling and the results of a parcel-level rapid assessment. The bulk of the evidence suggests that property characteristics provide a useful measure of mitigation actions that have been conducted on a property, and simultaneous equation modeling demonstrates the importance of capturing the joint determination of risk perceptions and parcel-level property characteristics. Combined, this suggests that residents' decisions to reduce their wildfire risk are not only influenced by their perceptions of wildfire risk, but also those actions subsequently influence those risk perceptions. This complexity is not a mere statistical footnote, but rather has a strong bearing on inference and implications.
Whereas a naïve, endogeneity-biased model suggests that the amount of mitigation conducted does not influence perceptions of the chance of wildfire on one's property, our simultaneous model suggests that residents conduct mitigation in the expectation that doing so will lower the chance that a fire burns on their property and that doing so will also reduce their home's vulnerability if that occurs. Appropriately controlling for the endogeneity of risk perceptions and parcel-level conditions clarifies and strengthens the intuitive results that the amount of mitigation conducted is also related to perceptions of how effective risk mitigation can be, expectations regarding one's own ability to extinguish a wildfire, and reported limitations regarding the removal of slash from one's property. However, it also leads to the nonintuitive result that we find no evidence of a feedback loop in which expectations about what would happen to one's home during a wildfire influence mitigation decisions (shown as a dotted line in the conceptual model of Figure 1 ). Of course, our measure of mitigation is only a coarse estimate of a small subset of possible mitigation actions; future research with a better lens on mitigation actions could uncover additional relationships not observed here. Likewise, evidence from across wildfire social science disciplines urges caution in applying lessons from one context to another [48, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , and we accordingly hope future research will explore the generalizability of these findings beyond our study region. That said, we note that this study encompasses a fairly large dataset covering diverse communities across a six-county region, and the nature of our key findings suggests the importance of considering more sophisticated approaches to modeling relationships among variables such as risk perceptions and mitigation decisions, regardless of the specific context under investigation.
How likely respondents think it is that fire will burn on their property in the first place, and the expected consequences to one's home if that happens, are also related to the results of wildfire hazard modeling, although the effect relates to burn probability only, not conditional fire intensity level, and attenuates strongly and even reverses at higher burn probabilities, as reflected by the negative coefficients on burn probability squared. For the main effect for perceived hazard rating, this could reflect either residents' awareness of the results of the fire modeling products or an understanding of the basic physical processes and conditions represented in these models. However, the results for the perceived vulnerability or expected consequences rating, as well as for the second order term for burn probability, are contrary to lessons of fire science, which associate fire intensities with the likelihood of structural ignition. Further, increasing simulated fire intensity level is only weakly associated with higher parcel-level risk conditions. This could reflect that these conditions are generally associated with denser fuels, which are typically more difficult and costlier to conduct mitigation on, or it could reflect that the data underlying the simulated fire intensity level captures some relevant variation in parcel-level conditions. Accordingly, future research further investigating residents' understandings of fire wildfire hazards could prove illuminating. Either way, this suggests that increasing the public availability of wildfire risk-related assessment products-especially those focused on the specific hazard and risks faced on an individual property-may indeed hold potential for increasing mitigation actions among residents whose homes are situated in areas with high wildfire hazard. This is similar to Olsen et al. [29] , who found risk perceptions positively correlated with hazardous conditions but only weakly predicting mitigation actions. As an aside, we also note that results shown in Table 4 are consistent with a replication that omits the BP and FIL variables, demonstrating that our main results do not depend on controlling for these simulated fire hazard measures.
These findings suggest an important area of further education for WUI residents would be toward improved understanding of the relationship between fire behavior, including intensity levels, and the associated challenges of wildfire suppression and the consequences that a fire would have to one's home if it occurs. In turn, this improved understanding could strengthen the linkage between the perceived chances of losing one's home and the decision to undertake mitigation actions. This could offer another channel of influence upon mitigation actions beyond attempting to change perceptions of the chance of a wildfire burning onto one's property and addressing stated barriers to risk mitigation, such as the need for better slash removal options. That said, we find that mitigation levels are lower among residents facing time constraints, among those who do not think that risk reduction actions are effective, and among those who perceive a lack of options for slash (or yard waste) removal. As such, our results suggest that programs that subsidize mitigation work through cost sharing and community chipper days, for example, or that provide targeted education on how to conduct wildfire risk mitigation effectively, could lead to greater mitigation levels.
Finally, in another difference between models, the naïve, separate models produce the result that nearby fires are associated with a lower perceived chance of fire damaging home, which could mistakenly lead to the conclusion that residents are learning that fires are not as dangerous as they might have otherwise thought, a phenomenon described as a "resilient near miss" by Tinsley et al. [55] . However, the simultaneous model suggests that rather than convincing residents that fires are less dangerous than they thought, knowledge of nearby past fires acts only indirectly upon perceived consequences: through increasing the perceived probability of a fire on one's property, nearby fires indirectly are associated with greater parcel-level mitigation, and this increased mitigation subsequently lowers perceived consequences. This more complex chain is more consistent with Tinsley et al.'s "vulnerable near miss" mechanism, in which a past event serves as a wake-up call and encourages mitigation.
Conclusions
In conclusion, using a simultaneous model and multiple data sources, we find strong evidence of dual-directional interactions among assessed landscape-level conditions, risk perceptions, and mitigation activity. We find evidence supporting the use of assessed parcel conditions as a measure of mitigation activity, at least at the gross level measured by a rapid assessment approach. These findings underscore the important point that estimation of correlations and simplified reduced form models can mislead, particularly when considering phenomena as complex as human decision-making in the presence of risk. Our results demonstrate that residents living in areas exposed to wildfire hazards tend to have a relatively sophisticated understanding of their risk, and their decisions about risk mitigation actions are determined in part by perceptions of the wildfire hazard, as well as their perceived barriers and efficacy of mitigation.
